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Expandable weifcore mn assembly 

(57) A walibora complation tool assembly comprises 0 potforatsd body (20) made of an expandable material 
a filter assembly (28) mountod ovartha body and covering Hi parforattona (14), and a tool acting to axpand the 
body and tha fitter so that the filter movoa towards the surface defining the weObore. The assembly may also 
include a protective cover (32) for the filter which It removable down hole. The expandable material may be 
corrugated and then assume a rounded shape after expansion by the tool. The assembly msy also comprise a 
reinforcement (26) between the body and the filter to support the fitter In the area of the perforations* The 
perforated body may comprise a segment of a coiled tubing, which may be flexible end the open parts of the 
perforations may comprise up to 40% of the total surface area of the segment The filter material may be a 
flexible open ceil structure akin to a sponge material 
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At least one drawing originally filed was informal and the print reproduced here is taken from a later filed formal copy. 
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2336383 

TITLE: COILED TUBING SCREEN 

INVENTOR;      Bennett M. Richard and Benn A. Voll 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The field of this Invention rotate* to ctovmholesoreeiispraleiBl^delv^ 

ered on coded tubing where the tubing can also be expanded against the 

screen to push It against the wefflwre. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In typical completions in the past metallic screens have been inserted 

on rigid or coiled tubing Into a zone in the weiibore for production. Prior to 

producing the zone, sand particles were delivered outside the screen in a 

technique known as gravel packing. Screens have also been used that come 

prepacked wUh a sand layer as an afternathre to the traaTUc^ gravel paoking 

techniques or to be used in corijunclk^ 

the screen. The gravel packing procedures especially in horizontal compie- 

tkms km uncertainties as to distributed 

uniformly in the annular space so as to provide an effective gravel pack. 

Additionally, the gravel packing procedure took valuable time to accomplish 

and required the use of surface equipment to handle the material for place- 

ment in the weilbore. Another disadvantage of traditional gravel packing 

procedures is that an annular space around the screen had to be left so that 

the gravel could be placed there. The end result was the inside diameter 

within the screen was necessarily amal to allow lor the presence of the 

l 
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annular space. This constriction in size could also adversely affect the pro- 

duction of the formation to the surface. 

In using certain drilling techniques, particularly in unconsolidated for- 

mations, the drilling mud would form a barrier adjacent the wettbore which 

s     cause subsequent plugging when the production began, even with screens 

and gravel packs being deployed. 

A more ideal situation for producing a formation is to leave the wellbore 

in its drilled state so as to create the least amount of disturbance to the for- 

mation which has just been drilled. Traditional techniques leaving an annular 

10 gap which would be gravel packed, further involved risks of damaging the 

formation in the gravel packing process, such as when situations occurred 

that would allow fluid to convey the gravel to also apply hydraulic forces on 

the formation as well as incompatibilities between the formation and the fluids 

used to convey the gravel 

is 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

One of the objects of the present invention is to allow a wed to be 

produced through a screen without the need tor a gravel pack. This objective 

is accomplished by the placement of an expandable screen that can move 

20 radially outwardly when placed at the desired location against the wellbore 

and be porous enough with sufficient open area to allow production from the 

formation. Another objective is to be able to easily place the screen in the 

desired location. This objective is met In one way by using coiled tubing 

which can oeprepenorated for a support for the screen. Another objective is 

25     to protect the screen during delivery to the desired location in the wellbore by 
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a irovttng a olsposablo or renwv^ 

after proper location of tr« screen In the These and other objectives 

and the manner in which the apparatus and memodaccomplshM 

tta* are feather described below in the description of me pjefeired 
merit 

PRIEF DESCRIPTION OFTHtj ppAW^c 

Figure 1 is a sectional view of a deviated weflbore showing the appara- 

tus expanded against the wellbore. 

Figure 2 is the section view along Ones 2-2 of Figure 1. 

Rg^3isthesec^viewofRgure2 

Inner tube against the filtering material. 

Fig^4isasegmertwhkfcca^^ 

flexible tubing which gives underlying support to the filter or media. 

> EMBODIMENT 

The preferred embodiment Hustraled in operation In Figure 1. A 

coiled tuttng red 10 cari^ 

ofwhlchtepreferabr/madefroma 

As seen in Figure 4. segment 12 ha* a plurality of peribraHons 14 which can 

tean^ed in any order either raridom or in repeat The segment 

12 can be punched for the holes 14orthe notes u can be placed there in any 

other known technique and In any order. Tftedesfnttegoallstohaveap- 

proxirnater/a30or40percert<)penTO 

a tubular shape. The segment 12 can be rofledlongfludinaJiy so that edges 

a 
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16 and 18 are brought together to make a longitudinal seam which is welded 

or otherwise closed up. Alternatively, the segment 12 can be spiraRy wound 

so that edges 16 and 18 come together in a continuous spiral seam, with the 

advantage in spiral winding being that a particular outside diameter of a 

tubular configuration can be obtained with any given width of segment 12. 

This should be compared to roBng the segment 12 into a tube where its width 

determines the diameter of the ft 

aligned and joined in a technique weR known in the art 

The openings or holes 14 can be put on the tubing made from segment 

12 for onfy a portion of the coded tubing string 20. The segment 12 can be as 

long as the finished coiled length of the tubing 20 with openings 14 placed at 

the desired locations. Using conventional surface equipment and reel 10. the 

flexible tubing 20 can be quickly run Into the wettbore 22 to place the perfo- 

rated segment or segments at the desired locations. 

Figure 2 shows in section the tube 20 made from the segment or seg- 

ments 12 along with openings 14. Wrapped around the openings 14 is an 

opened grid structure which can be made from metallic or composite or other 

nonmetalfic materials. The purpose of the grid 26 is to provide a support off 

of tube 20 for the open ceil filter media 28. In the preferred embodiment, the 

media 28 is made of Viton and is an open cefl structure akin to a sponge 

material such as is available from Mosites Rubber Company of Fort Worth, 

Texas under Product No. 10292. The opening size can be made to suit The 

significant feature of the filtering material 28 is that it is flexible. Thus, when 

the string 20 is preformed into a corrugated shape as shown in Figure 3. by 

using known techniques such as pulling ft through a die, the filter material 28 

4 
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can then be appfied overt as shown in Figure 3. Thereafter, when the mate- 

rial 28 is property positioned in the weflbore. a known expansion toot illus- 

trated schematically as 30 in Figure 1 can be inserted Into the string 20 to take 

the initial shape shown in Figure 3 and expand the string 20 under the fitter 

material 28 to a rounded shape as shown in figure 2. As a result, the fitter 

material which Is flexMe expands w»8ie underlying tubular 20 as the shape 

of tubular 20 changes from that of Figure 3 to that of Figure 2. 

A cover material 32 can overlay the later material 28 for running In. so 

as to protect the filter material 28 from gauges or cuts during run-in. The 

material can be a thin sheet which snaps upon the slightest expansion of the 

corrugated tubular 20. h can t» a eiastomencniaterial that literally rips at the 

sfig^itest expansion of the ijndetty^ 

3. Other materials for the cover 32 can be employed without departing from 

the spirit of the invention or, in a pari^ the cover Ksetf can be 

efiminated. A material which dissolves or is etana^aly attacked over time can 

alsobeernctoyedasaco^32su*thatftwillno longer be In the way when 

it is desired to put the wefl In production. 

Significant expansions voftmetrfcaOy can be obtained in changing the 

shape of the tubular 20 torn the corrugated shape, such as shown for exam— 

pie in Figure 3 to the rounded shape as shown tnRgure2 While a particular 

four-lobe arrangement of the corrugated shape is shown in Figure 3, other 

initial shapes are within the purview of the invention. The significant thing is 

that the underlying support stradue which comprises the oo 

of the string 20. as shown in figures, is capable of voiurnetricaJly expanding 

so as to bring the filter material 28 into contact with the weflDore as drilled. 

s 
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The initial corrugated shape also permits insertion in smaller weHbores. The 

Initial shape does not have to be corrugated. It can be round and be ex- 

panded downhole. 

This technique is particularly advantageous in under-balanced drilHng 

where circulating mud is not used. In these situations, particularly where 

shale is encountered, the advantage of this type of drOTng can be retained by 

use of the apparatus and method as described. The initial shape of the 

wellbore is retained by the assembly when the string 20 is expanded under 

the filter material 28 so as to push the filter material 28 up against the weDbore 

34. In so doing, the formation can be allowed to flow through the filter mate- 

rial 28 without the presence of an annular space around the outside of the 

fitter material The traditional gravel packing Is eliminated and the flow area 

within the tubular 20 alter It has been expanded to a rounded shape is larger 

than it otherwise would have been using a traditional gravel pack which 

requires the annular space for the gravel necessitate a smattering 

eter inside the screen. 

It should be noted that it is within the purview of this Invention to pro- 

duce a formation through the use of a coiled tubing string such as 20 which 

is perforated with openings or holes 14. A tubing string 20 so perforated with 

openings 14 can be used in conjunction with traditional gravel pack tech- 

niques to produce a formation. In the preferred embodiment, the open cell 

filter material 28 preferabty made of an elastic preferably elastomeric material 

such as Vrton is ovedaid on the corrugated tubular 20 as shown in Figure 3. 

The stretchable qualities of the filter material 28 allow its use In conjunction 

with an Initially corrugated tube 20 as shown In Figure 3 or a ncncorrugated 

6 
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nal 28 when expanded to Its rounded fom, The opertngs in material 28 do 

not expand substanaaJlywr^ the baw Additionally open 

areas in tube 20 can be as Wgh«20 to 40 percerrt while stifle 

20 in the perforated area sufficient column slrerigth to be advanced to the 
proper depth. 

ttis also within the purview*^ 

28 over a coiled tubing string such as 20 i^ch Is perforated with holes 14 

without initiaily corrugating the tube 20 under the filter materia] 28. This 

assembly can be expanded in an initial nxirKled slate to push material 28 
against the weflbore. 

Various known techniques to expand the base pipe 20 can be used. 

The use of a flaxibte matenal lor the Ito 

Ing sizes and holds the formation hi 8a natural state when in the expanded 

pos«loaassliownlnRp^re2. Upon expansion, the tube material 20 wtth the 

filter material 28 around ft act as a perforated casing for the purposes of 

production from the formation. 

The reinforcing grid 26 can be a layer that overlays the tube 20 as 

stownln Flgure2,Cf ftcntie&stuc&jtf the filter material 

28. Therehfcn»mert26canb^ 

ate and Is generally an open weam ltewew 

ployed without departing from the spirit of the Invention. 

It is also within the purview of the invention to use an initiaily round 

CT(>SS section for the tube 20 m 

expand the combination against the weflbore. However, the preferred em- 

7 
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bocfiment involves the use of a comjgated tube under fitter 28 material so that 

greater volumetric expansions can occur underneath the filter material 28 to 

better position it against the wen bore. 

In the preferred embodiment, the openings 14 are round Rounded 

openings provide a better structural integrity of tto 

initial openings which are slotted. Using materials such as stainless steel 

316L, yield strengths of 30,000 to 80,000 psi can be obtained. 

It is also within the scope of the invention to provide a sufficient expan- 

sion force on the comjgated tube 20 to get it into the rounded position shown 

in Figure 2 such that the filter 28 engages the weObore with a residual force 

and, in certain conditions, pushes back the formation materials defining the 

weitbore to enlarge it 

The expansion techniques which are known can be used to change the 

configuration of the comjgated tube 20 under the filter material 28 to a 

rounded shape. These can Include devices which employ a wedge which is 

pushed or pulled through the tubular or any ofter driving device which entails 

the use of rollers which can be actuated radially outwardly to initiate the 

expansion of the corrugated tubular as the driver advances. 

Those skflted in the art wl appreciate the advantages of the apparatus 

and method as described above. In lateral completions there is some uncer- 

tainly as to the distribution of the gravel around a screen. Additionally, the 

necessity of leaving an annular gap for placement of the gravel acts as a 

limitation on production from the zone in the weflbore. In certain applications 

Involving unconsolidated shale formations, driffing with mud can create an 

impervious cake on the weitbore walls which wffl be detrimental to future 

8 
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Patron when used witotrao^ AccortfingV 

sJnce^nx^acK^ntageoustoalowthetor^ 

It is as dose to its natural state as possible, the concept of producing through 

coiled tubing with the apparatus and method as dest^gn^ enhances 

the pnx^poss^ from the form^ AcoordingV. an open cell fBterin^ 

material su* as 28 wwch can IwstnMch^ 

anundertytr*«)fledtub^ 

flated WttafwrKfifcntoarour^ The open cefl filter material 

28 can be pushed firmly against the fbrmanw where ft <w easlh/resist 

tongftudinal flow due to the small pressure increments involved in flow in that 

direction. The opening size in the filter material 28 is predictable and the 

assembly can be protected for delivery to the desire 

structure eliminated prior to or (turir^g the expansion of the fitter malenal 28 

w«h the underlying tube 20 below ft. WNto various types of mechanical 

expansions of the underlying tube 20 froroacornjgatedstetotoarcurided 

state have been described, other techniques to push the filter material 28 

against the weflbore while supporting 1 with an underlying perforated support 

Pipe havingalarge open area, in the oidar of 20 to 40 percent are also in the 

purview of the invention. Tr*reiriforcir«fay* 

arid toe fitter material 28. cr wltoln 

the filter material 28 through the cpentags 14 to the base pipe or tube 20. as 
shown to Figure 2. 

The foregoing disclosure and ascription of the invention are illustrative 

and explanatory thereof, and various changes in the size, shape and materi- 

9 
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ate, as well as in the details of the illustrated construction, may be made 

without departing from the spirit of the invention. 

10 
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CLAIMS 

1. A weltbore completion tool Assembly, comprising: 

a perforated body made of an expandable material; 

a fitter assembly mounted over said perforated body so as to 

cover the perforations In said body; 

a tool acting on said body to expand it and said filter mounted 

around t to alow sate! fitter to move towarf me surface <tefWno to 

2. The assembly of claim 1. further comprising: 

a protective cover for said fitter assembly which is removable 

downhole. 

3. The assembly of claim 1, wherein: 

said expandable material is corrugated to faciBtato insertion into 

the weflbore, whereupon said tool expands said corrugations to move said 

fitter toward the surface defining the wettbore. 

4. The assembly of dabn 3, wherein: 

said body assumes a rounded shape after expansion by said toot 

5. The assembly of claim 1, further comprising: 

i reinforcement between said body and said fitter assembly to 

support said fitter assembly in the area of said body perforations. 

u 
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1 6.    The assembly of claim 1, wherein: 

2 said perforated body comprises a segment of a coiled tubing 

3 string. 

1 7.    The assembly of daim 6, wherein: 

2 said segment has an open area in the range of up to about 40%. 

1 8.    The assembly of claim 6t wherein: 

2 said segment is flexible. 

1 9.    The assembly of claim 6, wherein: 

2 said segment is made from a flat member which is roiled into a 

3 tube with a sealed longitudinal joint 

1 10.   The assembly of claim 6, wherein: 

2 said segment is made from aflat member and rolled spirally to 

3 a desired diameter having its spiral seam sealed. 

1 11.   The assembly of daim 3, wherein: 

2 said perforated body comprises a segment of a coiled tubing 

3 string. 

1 12.   The assembly of claim 11, further comprising: 

2 a reinforcement between said body and said filter assembly to 

3 support said filter assembly in the area of said body perforations. 

12 
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1 13.   The assembly of claim 12, further comprising: 

2 a protective cover for said filter assemWy which is removable 

3 downhole. 

1 14.   A method of wel completion, comprising: 

2 running in a tubular body with perforatons and a inter assembly 

3 mounted over the perforations on the body; 

4 expanding the tubular body downhole. 

1 15.   The method of claim 14, further comprising: 

2 providing a protective covering over the ^assembly for run-in; 

3 removing the protecfive covering downhole. 

1 16.   The method of claim 14, further comprising: 

2 corrugating said tubular body; 

3 altering said corrugating into a rounded 6hape by virtue of said 

4 expanding. 

1 17.   The method of claim 14, further comprising: 

2 engaging the weBboro with the flier assembly due to said ex- 

3 pandlng: 

4 using a segment of ooited tubing as said tubular body. 

13 
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18. TTie method of claim 14. further comprising: 

providing a support between said tubular body and said filter 

assembly. 

19. The method of data 14, further comprising: 

providing an open area on said tubular body of up to about 40%. 

20. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 

corrugating said tubular body: 

altering said corrugating into a rounded shape by virtue of said 

expanding. 

14 
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21. A wellbore completion assembly comprising an 

expandable porous downhole screen. 

22. A wellbore completion assembly as claimed in claim 
21, wherein said screen comprises a filter material 

which, in use, is radially expanded towards the 

wellbore. 

23. A wellbore completion assembly as claimed in claim 
22, wherein the screen, in use, is expanded so as to 
push the filter material directly against the wellbore. 

24. A wellbore completion assembly as claimed in claim 
22 or 23, wherein the filter material is flexible. 

25. A wellbore completion assembly as claimed in any of 
claims 21-24, wherein said screen is disposed on coiled 

tubing. 

26. A wellbore completion assembly as claimed in claim 
25, wherein at least a portion of said coiled tubing is 

perforated. 

27. A wellbore cocqpletion assembly as claimed in claim 
25 or 26, wherein said coiled tubing is expanded, in 

use, thereby expanding said screen. 

28. A wellbore completion assembly as claimed in claim 
26 or 27, further comprising a reinforcing grid between 
at least part of said filter material and at least part 
of the perforated portion of said coiled tubing, said 
reinforcing grid substantially preventing extrusion of 
said filter material through said perforated coiled 

tubing. 

29. A wellbore completion assembly as claimed in any of 
claims 25-28, wherein at least a portion of said coiled 
tubing is initially corrugated in shape. 
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30. A wellbore completion assembly as claimed in any of 
claims 21-29, further comprising a disposable or 
removable outer cover for protecting said screen during 

delivery downhole. 
5 

31. A wellbore completion tool assembly substantially 
as hereinbefore described with reference to the 

accompanying drawings. 

10      32.   A method of well completion substantially as 
hereinbefore described with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 
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